
At the beginning of this study, we try to include the contemporary mayan poetry
written on the Yucatán Peninsula into the mexican literature context. We adopt a
postmodern view which applies special features as texts written in spanglish or the
indigenous literary stream in order to produce an image of a border as a creative space. In
the following chapter some statistics about actual situation of yucatec maya language are
presented. Further we mention the differences between the yucatec literature written in
spanish since the beginning of the 20th century and the mayan literature. In the case of
the latter one we have enclosed a definition of the mayan literature written in spanish,
because it is the major topic of this work. It is based on the fact that the bilingual authors
use to write in the mayan language and later they make translations of their own texts.
Consequently we bring a brief presentation of a historical review of mayan filology, putting
emphasis on the eighties of the 20th century, when the most important steps towards this
renascence were done. This part is completed by the opinion of a contemporary poet
Cocom Pech, observing the changes and the media impact on this cultural phenomenon
after the inssurection of zapatistas. Later on we analyse the problem of intercultural
comprehension. In parallel with a review of the evolution of the mayan literature since the
precolombian period till nowdays we stress the role of the language in the cultural forming
process. We use as examples the historical moments of the american conquest, the
national renascence in czech lands (1771-1848) and the actual mayan rebirth. In the
chapter "Orality" the lyric genre as the esencial feature within all periods of the mayan
literature is used to describe the dynamic evolution of this native expression.


